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WHAT  IS  ELEMENTAL

HEALING™ ?

Elemental  Healing™ is  a

new  energy  healing

modality  that  brings

you  into  communication

with  the  consciousness

of  Mother  Earth  and  her

elemental  kingdoms  for

greater  health ,  healing

and  empowerment .  

 

Receiving  a  treatment

of  Elemental  Healing™

can  create  profound

shifts  in  your

consciousness ,  and  can

support  you  to  feel

more  focused ,  confident

and  connected  to  your

intuitive  self .  A  session

of  Elemental  Healing™

may  include  hands-on

healing ,  guided

meditations ,  energy

attunements  and  a

catered  variety  of

spir itual  practices  to

help  joy ,  health ,  love

and  abundance  to  f low

freely  in  your  l i fe .  

 

As  energy  is  drawn  from

the  primal  elements  of

earth ,  air ,  f ire ,  water

and  spir it  you ' l l

invariably  feel  in  greater

balance  and  harmony

with  l i fe  fol lowing  a

treatment ,  and  may

enjoy  a  deeper  aff inity

with  nature ,  too .

 

 

Elemental  Healing™  is

the  f irst  nature-based

healing  system  to  draw

from  all  the  elements

and  elementals  of

nature .  It  was  created  to

support  both  personal

and  planetary

ascension .

 

Each  treatment

of  Elemental

Healing™  is  as  sacred  as

it  is  profound  with

sessions  catered  to

meet  the  intentions  of

the  recipient .  In  each

treatment ,  a  trained

practit ioner  connects

with  the  appropriate

elements  and  elemental

energies  to  meet  their

cl ient 's  needs  and  to

bring  about  health ,

healing  and

empowerment  where

it 's  best  needed ,  be  that

on  a  physical  or  non-

physical  level .
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WHAT  TO  EXPECT  FROM  

YOUR  SESSION

Your Elemental Healing™ session
happens during an hour that we set
together or that you have booked
through the online calendar. 
 

I f  you  haven 't  already ,  set an intention for
the healing session and let Natalia know
what that is.  
 

Why  did  you  feel  called  to  book  this

session? What  do  you  want  to  focus  on

during  the  session? 

 

This  could  be  something  that  has  been  on

your  mind  lately ,  i t  could  be  to  heal  a

block ,  or  aspect  of  your  body ,  i t  could  be  to

open  up  your  heart  to  new  relationships ,

anything  that  comes  up  for  you  is  totally  ok .

 

If  this is a remote session during this
hour we won't be on a call  but instead
will  be connected energetically.
 

You will  want to be lying down or sitting
in a quiet,  calm and safe space.  I f  you  fal l

asleep  that  is  totally  ok .  

 

Natalia  will  let  you  know  when  the  session

has  f inished ,  And  on finishing you will
receive a recorded version of the session
with any messages that came through
for you. 
 

After  the  session  please  make sure to
drink lots of water and move your body.
Whether  that  is  going  for  a  walk ,  doing

some  yoga  or  having  a  l i tt le  dance  in  your

bedroom .
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WHAT  TO  EXPECT  AFTER

YOUR  SESSION

After your session it 's a good idea to
write down how you are feeling and keep
an eye on how you feel and what comes
up for you over the next few days and
weeks after the session.
 

Though  this  type  of  healing  works  fast ,  i t

also  takes  t ime  for  things  to  settle  and

change  in  our  physical  world .  

 

Often  we  don 't  realise  the  differences  until

we  look  back  through  our  notes  or  perhaps

even  l isten  back  to  the  recording .  

 

You  will  have  l i fe  t ime  access  to  your

recording  and  so  can  l isten  as  often  as  you

like .  

 

 

Natalia always loves hearing how your
healing session went,  what ,  i f  anything ,

felt  in  alignment  and  i f  there  was  anything

you  particularly  felt  was  important  that

came  through .

 

And  i f  there  are  any  further  questions  you

may  have  feel  free  to  email  or  message

Natalia .  

 

If  you feel called to please also do leave
a testimonial.  You  can  write  one  and  send

it  to  Natalia  via  email  or  you  can  create  a

video  and  send  i t  via  email / facebook

messenger /whatsap /wetransfer .  

 

hello@nataliakomis.com
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WHAT  OTHERS  HAVE  SAID :

"My  lovely ,  lovely  Natalia ,  Thank  you  so  much

for  this  lovely  session ,  only  now  could  I

l isten  to  the  recording  you  sent  me .  Thank

you ,  really .  It  was  amazing . . . .  I  had  2  sessions

with  a  spir itual  healer  and  you  saw  some  of

the  same  things ,  just  with  different

metaphors . . .

. . i t 's  a  long  email  but  I  think  you  will  feel

happy  to  know  how  everything  resonated  in

my  my  heart . . .Thank  you  so  much ,  once

more .  Big ,  big  hug  ful l  of  love ,  gratitude  and

joy ! "  Vera, Psychotherapist & Body
Movement Therapist
 

 

"Thank  you  very  much  for  the  distance

elemental  healing  session ,  you  really  are

truly  amazing  and  wish  you  all  the  best  in

the  new  side  to  your  business .  I  am  so  glad  I

found  you  and  was  able  to  connect  to

enable  me  to  start  my  healing  journey .    I

can ’t  explain  how  calm  I  feel  since  the

session  and  on  reading  and  l istening  to  your

notes  and  voice  recording  of  the  session  you

spoke  about  things  which  I  could  really

resonate  with .    I  truly  wish  you  well  and  for

anyone  on  the  fence  about  booking  in  for  a

session  please  do  i t  you  will  not  be

disappointed .  “

Thanks  once  again  Ali . "  Alison, Spiritual
Practitioner
 

 

 

"From  the  very  beginning  of  the  session

Natalia  made  me  feel  comfortable  by

providing  a  nice  place  to  l ie  down  on ,  a  glass

of  water ,  and  blankets  in  a  very  calming  l ight

airy  room ;  and  by  asking  me  i f  I  had  any

questions  or  expectations  about  the  session ;

and  by  giving  a  brief  outl ine  of  what  i t  would

involve .  Natalia  had  a  gentle  calm  presence

about  her  throughout  the  session .  At  the

beginning  she  helped  me  with  some  deep

breathing  and  then  went  about  her  work .   I

was  aware  of  where  she  was  at  most  t imes  as

she  moved  about  my  body ,  despite  having  my

eyes  closed ,  as  I  experienced  feelings  of

connection /warmth  from  her  posit ion  at  the

bedside .  For  example ,  I  felt  quite  strongly  my

shoulders  before  she  began  to  speak  about

them  (  that  they  appeared  to  be  carrying  the

weight  of  lots  of  l i tt le  things  -  true  .    I  also

experienced  a  feeling  of  release  through  my

shoulders  physical  l i ft ing  off  of  pressure  as

Natalia  worked  about  them .  Any  movements

or  unusual  breathing  sounds  Natalia  made

were  actually  quite  grounding  and

comforting .At  one  point  Natalia  instantly

picked  up  on  a  thought  that  was  passing

through  my  mind  (  one  amongst  many  other

random  sporadic  thoughts  of  varying

different  topics )  concerning  a  conversation

that  I  probably  should  have  with  someone

. . .and  she  said  that  i t  would  probably  help  to

release  the  blockages  around  my  throat

chakras .  It  felt  very  supportive  /beneficial  to

feel  I  had  some  guidance  for  moving  forward

with  an  action  point  (this  being  one  of  2

specif ic  things  that  came  up ) .Overall  I

thoroughly  enjoyed  the  session  and  felt

something  was  happening  within  me  and  I

left  the  session  feeling  calmer  and  less

agitated  than  i  was  before .  This  has

continued  into  the  fol lowing  days . "  Felicity
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WHAT  OTHERS  HAVE  SAID :

" I  found  my  session  with  Natalia  really

interesting .  I  was  not  100% sure  what  to

expect  so  i  went  with  an  open  mind ,  which  I

think  is  crucial  and  would  recommend

others  to  do  so .  I  very  quickly  felt  relaxed  as

Natalia  guided  me  through  the  breathing

meditation  at  the  beginning .  I  thought  i

would  be  quite  sceptical  when  hearing

about  unicorns ,  fair ies  and  other  mystical

creatures  'popping  up '  but  to  my  surprise

this  was  not  the  case .  Instead  I  found  them

to  be  helpful  anchor  points  helping  me  to

identify  and  remember  the  messages .  I  have

been  doing  a  lot  of  inner  work  this  past  year

so  the  messages  that  came  up  were  not

'new '  to  me  but  they  did  help  me  see  things

from  a  different  perspective  and  gave  me  a

different  way  to  articulate  the  feelings ,

which  is  something  i  often  struggle  with .  I

enjoyed  the  holist ic  approach  and

connections  made  to  the  earth  and  i ts

elements  -  i t  felt  very  grounding .  After  my

session  i  felt  quite  heavy  so  i  fol lowed  with  a

walk  and  yoga  as  recommended  by  Natalia .  I

felt  this  energy  left  me  with  a  new

perspective  and  a  feeling  of  comfort  that  i

am  on  the  r ight  track  and  a  boost  in

motivation  to  keep  going .  I  felt  calm  and

safe  with  Natalia  and  would  recommend

others  to  try  this  i f  they  are  feeling  a  bit

stuck  and  are  interested  to  try  something

new  and  a  bit  'out  there . ' "  Alisa

"When  the  session  began  I  was  in  a  deep

relaxed  meditative  state .  I  began  to  see

geometric  shapes  and  my  heart  center  was

fluttering  rapidly  and  after  the  session

Natalia  explained  how  my  heart  center  was

like  a  puppy  who  was  barking  and  snapping

at  things .  My  f lower  fairy  came  to  calm  my

heart  and  my  beautiful  red  rose  came  to

blossom .   I  also  felt  a  lot  of  energy  on  my  left

left  and  Natalia  mentioned  the  mermaids

helping  with  i t .  I ’ve  torn  my  ACL  on  my  leg

left  and  never  got  surgery  so  I ’m  glad  some  of

the  focus  was  on  there  as  well .  Mentioned

the  left  leg  was  about  collaboration  and

adapting  to  change .Natalia  also  mentioned  a

Dragon ’s  egg  when  we  were  connecting  to

father  sky .  A  few  days  ago  my  fr iend

mentioned  how  one  of  my  guides  was  an  egg

like  being  which  had  no  gender /

androgynous  being .  Natalia  mentioned  how

the  egg  represented  my  masculine  and

feminine  energy .  Bringing  the  balance

between  the  two  by  bringing  more  masculine

energy .  The  day  after  the  energy  work  I

watched  my  Pisces  weekly  forecast  and  the

video  mentioned  bringing  the  masculine

energy  into  play .  I ’m  excited  for  all  the

changes ,  attainments ,  insight  and  messages

that  took  place .  It  was  super  insightful ,

energizing ,  motivational  and  all  unfolding  as

I  continue  to  release  and  step  into  the  new .  I

feel  so  l ight  and  refreshed .  Her  energy  was  so

nurturing ,  caring  and  powerful "  I lham 


